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Traditional European production

Te c h n o l o g y

clip go
Universal modular interface of chassis and another subcomponents of travel system are characterized by a simple, 
user-friendly operation and a high level of passive safety.

The products equipped with a color coating set allowing a very efficient, simple and inexpensive „re-coloring“ of your 
stroller. Imagine that you have a bright color for summer and a decent color for the winter or a new fashionable color 
for another sibling on the same component.

Another sibling or twins? You are ready with us!

Strollers and components with clip-A-go interface are specially designed to allow flexible, quick and cheap configu-
ration of the stroller for need purpose, as an example for younger sibling.   

SPE
Space extender - a unique feature for setting the component‘s to optimal position (carrycot, seat, car seat) for a sibling 
stroller and twins.

Traditional European production



CERTIFICATE NO. 25247/A/0001/Cz

REGISTE RED TO  ISO 9001

URS is a member of Registrar of Standards (Holdings) Ltd.

ISO 9001:2008

Welcome on your journey with PATRON

We believe that it is really important to take care about choosing the right pram. A vehicle that you and your baby are 
going to take for your the first common journey. Whether it takes you to the wide boulevards of big cities, the streets of 
shopping centers or the rugged footpath of our countryside, with us will be ride always safe and comfortable.

How do we know it?

We do not underestimate anything when we are developing our strollers. We are using modern technology for 
designing and manufacturing, We are thoroughly testing all our strollers according to the latest standards and we 
are carefully checking each piece before shipping to you.

How to choose?

We understand that each person‘s style is absolutely unique. That is reason why we are introducing to you our 
unique modular system. 
It offers the ability to assemble a stroller exactly to your individualy needs and respect your unique style.

Company PATRON is ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 13485:2012 certified.
PATRON products fulfils all appropriate hygienic and safety EC-standards and 
regulations: EN 1888, EN 1466, EN 12227, EN 14988, EN 1130, etc.
Used materials fulfil high hygienic and technical requirements and ensure the 
top level of quality.

G u a r a n t e e  o f  q u a l i t y
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?
clip go

Do not be limited! Build your own European stroller!

CONFIGURATOR

2. CARRYOTS 3. SPORTS SEAT1. CHASSIS 4. CARSEATS

FIGO VARIODELTA

TYPO

MIMMO

AMIGO ERGOLAMBDA MIMMO Plus

ConfigureMake a choice DONE!

modular system
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clip go

carrycot

Modern design with maximum comfort

Choose me!

AMIGO, a novelty between carrycots. Modern design will be absolutely the first thing which will catch your 
attention. It will not be the only one thing. New AMIGO can offers all premium features to improve the care of 
your baby. The carrycot is particularly distinguished by its size, with the ventilation system in the hot summer 
months, also with integrated sun shade, the elegant way of attaching the blanket and especially with very easy 
manipulation. Our attention was also focused to a materials from which is AMIGO made. The interior space is 
made from BIO cotton, on the contrary outer part is made of special material with water-repellent finish.

Easily attachable to the chassis 
by clip-A-go

Inner cover from BIO cotton

Sun shade and summer adjustment for 
easy ventilation

Water and cold resistant finishAMIGO
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clip go

gento blue capri (683)

gento dark blue (681)

gento graphite (672)

gento chilli red (628)

gento smoke grey (605)

gento pink (682)

gento blue mint (674)

gento smaragd (634)

gento black (627)

gento kiwi (602)

Choose your color Basic properties

• usable from 0 up to 10 kg

• weighing only 3.5 kg

•  maximum spacious - inner space of carrycot 

82x34 cm

•  Easily attachable to the chassis by clip-A-go

• modern design with external profiles

• Inner cover from BIO cotton

•  innovative solutions for summer adjustment 

and blanket

• Waterproof cover

• safety reflective elements for walk at night

Check accessories on pages 44-47

More information on www.patron.eu
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84 cm

34 cm

carrycot

Maximum of interior space, maximum comfort

Choose me!

We would like to introduse you a FIGO, carrycot with exceptional inner space. A carrycot will be certainly the 
first component, which you will place on your new chassis from our PATRON modular system. From the first 
ride with your little passenger, until the first sit, you will be able to enjoy a carefree and undisturbed journey. 
Reason? We sew from good quality and waterproof fabrics for your protection from bad and cloudy weather. 
For cool and relaxing traveling in summer is carrycot equipped with a ventilation system and a sun shade. It is 
also easy to transfer the carrycot with your little treasure because FIGO is equipted by handle for carrying. 

Inner cover from BIO cotton Maximum of interior space

Sun shade and summer adjustment for 
easy ventilation

Water and cold resistant finishFIGO
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clip go

tweed brick brown (685)

spirit pink (680)

tweed blue mint (676)

tweed indigo blue (668)

tweed smoke grey (662)

tweed silver grey (657)

tweed ivory baige (684)

spirit dark blue (679)

tweed lime (669)

tweed ruby red (667)

tweed stone grey(661)

spirit black (656)

Basic properties

• usable from 0 up to 10 kg

• weighing only 3.5 kg

•  maximum spacious - inner space of carrycot 

82x34 cm

•  Easily attachable to the chassis by clip-A-go

• washable cover

• Inner cover from BIO cotton

• Waterproof cover

• safety reflective elements for walk at night

Check accessories on pages 44-47

More information on www.patron.eu

Choose your color
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sports seat

Modern sport seat with ergonomic positioning

Choose me!

The novelties, which are among the most modern seats. Thats ERGO! Its ergonomic positioning provides the little 
passenger the maximum comfort in common moments for short and long walks. To turn the seat, when you want to 
keep in touch with your baby, you can simply use clip-A-go system. You do not have to worry of sunshine during your 
walks because sun protection. As well as you do not have to be worry about clouds in the sky because we are using 
quality waterproof fabrics. For easier access, the seat has a hinged handlebar, which can be released from both 
sides. Last but not least, thanks to the modern design, mom will not have to be ashamed of her walks.                     

Hood extension Adjustable footrest

Hinged handlebar for easier accessErgonomic positioning

ERGO
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clip go

gento blue capri (683)

gento dark blue (681)

gento graphite (672)

gento chilli red (628)

gento smoke grey (605)

gento pink (682)

gento blue mint (674)

gento smaragd (634)

gento black (627)

gento kiwi (602)

Basic properties

• usable from up to 15 kg

• weighing only 3.2 kg

•  ergonomic positioning

• solid foot-muff

•  easily attacheble to the chassis by clip-A-go

• modern design

• waterproof cover

• exchangeable colorset

• safety reflective elements for walk at night

Check accessories on pages 44-47

More information on www.patron.eu

Choose your color
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Classical sport seat with positionable into lie

Choose me!

VARIO, new design and convenient manipulation. Not only does can offer the sport seat that you are just 
thinking about. If you‘re on the walk and your child decides it is time to sleep, the fully adjustable bac-
krest and footrest will solved it. You can turn the sports seat towards you, using the clip-A-go system. For 
relaxing travel, the seat has a ventilation system, sun shade and and thanks to the high quality waterproof 
textile it is protected against rain. When a small passenger wakes up with an empty belly you do not have 
to worry about dirty from food. Thanks to the interchangeable and washable COLORSET, will be main-
tenance absolutely simple. If your journey is longer and gets into late evening hours, safety reflective 
elements ensure excellent visibility in the dark and at night.   

Fully positionable into lie Xchangeable colorset

Easy access - hinged handlebarWater and cold resistant finish

VARIO
sports seat
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clip go

tweed brick brown (685)

spirit pink (680)

tweed blue mint (676)

tweed indigo blue (668)

tweed smoke grey (662)

tweed silver grey (657)

tweed ivory baige (684)

spirit dark blue (679)

tweed lime (669)

tweed ruby red (667)

tweed stone grey(661)

spirit black (656)

Basic properties

• usable from up to 15 kg

• weighing only 4,4 kg

• fully positionable into lie

•  easily attacheble to the chassis by clip-A-go

• washable cover

• waterproof cover

• exchangeable colorset

• safety reflective elements for walk at night

Check accessories on pages 44-47

More information on www.patron.eu

Choose your color
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urban chassis

Modern, great-to-use and space-saving chassis to the city

Choose me!

LAMBDA chassis, stylish urban beau for every occasion. LAMBDA perfectly fills the needs of a compact 
and easy-to-use chassis. The Clip-A-go modular system makes from it ideal candidate for the basis of your 
new stroller. You may, of course, decide for combination with carrycot, sport seat or car seat, or only some 
of them. LAMBDA can also be adapt easily to the height of each user. This provide not just height-adjus-
table, but also an angularly adjustable handle. For comfortably using will help a hand-operated brake and 
front castors with aretation locking. We can offer to you LAMBDA in three-wheels or four-wheels variants.

Hand-operated brake Folded chassis

Adjustable handle angleAdjustable length of the handle

LAMBDA
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clip go

snow whithe (G1)

anthracite (K2)

Choose your design

Basic properties

• maximum load 20 kg

• weighing only 9,7 kg

•  extremely good foldable

•  easy placing of carrycot, sport seat or car seat 

by clip-A-go system

•  height-adjustable and angularly adjustable 

handle

• hand-operated brake 

• safety reflective elements for walk at night

Check accessories on pages 44-47

More information on www.patron.eu
four-wheel chassis - LAMBDA 4R three-wheel chassis  - LAMBDA 3R

Choose your color
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outdoor chassis

Robust and lightweight construction on long journeys through the city and the terrain

Choose me!

If you need a stable and robust chassis, suitable for the terrain as well as for the city, the best choice is 
DELTA. With a large and spacious basket, you will be able to pack for your little passenger everithing he 
will need for a walk. You do not have to worry about hard bumps, the chassis has a cushioning system se-
parately on each wheel. By clip-A-go system you will be able easily put on the chassis all our components. 
The variant of the chassis with small width 59,5 cm could be also interesting for you, which has inflatable 
rear wheels and front wheels with aretation lock. We also offer a twin and sibling option.

Adjustable handle Spacious basket

Adjustable suspension for all wheelsWidth just 59.5 cm

DELTA
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clip go

snow whithe (G1)

anthracite (K2)

Basic properties

• maximum load 20 kg

• weighing only 10,1 kg

• suitable for field use

•  three versions - four-wheels, four-wheels with 

front castors with aretation locking

•  easy placing of carrycot, sport seat or car seat 

by clip-A-go system

• angularly adjustable handle

• robust and really stable

• width just 59.5 cm (DELTA 4T version) 

• safety reflective elements for walk at night

Check accessories on pages 44-47

More information on www.patron.eu

Choose your design

chassis with fixed wheels - DELTA 4 chassis with swivel castors - DELTA 4C

chassis for twins and siblings - DELTA 4T

Choose your color
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classic chassis

Classic four-wheel chassis for every terrain and every season

Choose me!

TYPO, representative of classical chassis, whose design is definitely not subject to time. We added 
modern materials and new features to the proven design. The chassis is equipped with a clip-A-bed atta-
chment system for easy placing carrycot, sport seat or car seat. Adjustable handle for users with different 
height is a pleasure, as well as a huge wire basket for everything you need on your walks. Your trips can 
lead you through a really hard terrain without of any problem! The large 14 „inflatable wheels and robust 
konstruction with suspension makes ride comfortable and safe.  

Spacious wire basket Adjustable handle

14“ inflatable wheelsRocking chassis

TYPO
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clip go

anthracite (K2)

Basic properties

• maximum load 20 kg

• weighing only 10,1 kg

• suitable for field use

•  easy placing of carrycot, sport seat or car seat 

by clip-A-go system

• angularly adjustable handle

• robust and really stable

• spacious wire basket

• a big 14“ inflatable wheels

Check accessories on pages 44-47

More information on www.patron.eu

Recommended combinations

ATHENA - podvozek TYPO a 
hluboké lůžko FIGO

DELFY - podvozek TYPO a 
hluboké lůžko AMIGO

Choose your color
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spirit dark blue 
(679)

spirit pink 
(680)

tweed ivory baige 
(684)

tweed brick brown 
(685)

tweed blue mint 
(676)

spirit silver grey
(657)

tweed ruby red
(667)

spirit black
(656)

tweed lime
(669)

tweed smoke grey
(662)

tweed indigo blue
(668)

tweed stone grey
(661)

PALLAS includes:
four-wheels chassis, carrycot, sport seat, summer foot-muff, mama bag, rain cover, summer accessory set

PALLAS
2 v 1

City set 2in1

Optional accessories
(it is not a part of basic equipment):
• Car seat MIMMO (0+ group) 
• winter combi foot-muff
• LED light

• Cup-holder
• Interface for MIMMO car seat
• Interface for MAXI-COSI, CYBEX, BESAFE

adjustable handle, backrest and handlebar

seat attacheble to opposite direction

Choose me! Choose your color
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SH blaze orange
(690)

SH rooibos orange 
(691)

SH blue - green 
(692)

SH grass green 
(693)

SH banana yellow
(689)

SH crystal white 
(688)

SH caviar black 
(686)

SH satin grey 
(687)

ARGO includes:
Four-wheels chassis with sport seat, colorset and summer foot-muff

ARGO
Sport stroller

Spor t s trol ler

Optional accessories
(it is not a part of basic equipment):
• LED light
• Cup-holder

positionable into lie with an extended hood against the sun

folding by one hand

Choose me! Choose your color
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LAMBDA DELTA

AMIGO FIGO ERGO VARIO MIMMO
plus

MIMMO

TYPO

AMIGO FIGO ERGO VARIO MIMMO
plus

MIMMO

LAMBDA DELTA TYPO

FENIX

TERIX

TRITON

FALCO

FENIX tandem

ATHENA

FENIX

TERIX

TRITON

FALCO

FENIX tandem

ATHENA

41

You have chosen You have chosen

TERIX FENIX
3 v 1 3 v 1

Ideal combination to the city Recommended choice to the f ield

other sets can be found 
at www.patron.eu

other sets can be found 
at www.patron.eu
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LAMBDA DELTA

AMIGO FIGO ERGO VARIO MIMMO
plus

MIMMO

TYPO

AMIGO FIGO ERGO VARIO MIMMO
plus

MIMMO

LAMBDA DELTA TYPO

FENIX FENIX

TERIX TERIX

TRITON TRITON

FALCO FALCO

FENIX tandem FENIX tandem

ATHENA ATHENA

43

You have chosen You have chosen

TRITON FALCO
3 v 1 3 v 1

Big but good foldable Ideal for long journeys

other sets can be found 
at www.patron.eu

other sets can be found 
at www.patron.eu
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LAMBDA DELTA

AMIGO FIGO ERGO VARIO MIMMO
plus

MIMMO

TYPO

AMIGO FIGO ERGO VARIO MIMMO
plus

MIMMO

LAMBDA DELTA TYPO

FENIX FENIX

TERIX TERIX

TRITON TRITON

FALCO FALCO

FENIX tandem FENIX tandem

ATHENA ATHENA

45

FENIX ATHENA
TANDEM & TWIN PRAM

Twins and sibl ings Proven classic

You have chosen You have chosen

other sets can be found 
at www.patron.eu

other sets can be found 
at www.patron.eu
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Accessor ies

Winter supplement Handlebar winter-gloves

f o r
AMIGO

UNIVERSALf or
FIGO

f o r
AMIGO

FIGO
ERGO
VARIO

f o r
AMIGO

f o r
AMIGO

FIGO
ERGO
VARIO

PALLAS

f o r
FIGO

UNIVERSAL

Winter supplement Rain cover

Mosquito net Winter combi foot-muffMosquito net MAMA bag STYLE
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Accessor ies

Carrycot height booster 120 Tyre cover set

f o r
AMIGO

FIGO

UNIVERSALUNIVERSAL

f or
ERGO

UNIVERSALf or
VARIO

UNIVERSAL

LED light

ColorSet ERGO Cup-holderColorSet VARIO Mini pump

f o r
MAXI -COSI

CYBEX
BESAFE

Interface for car seat
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smaragd green 
(965)

ruby red 
(968)

pea green
(966)

black
(967)

turquoise
(965)

ruby red
(964)

ATLAS duplexMAARS
umbrella buggyumbrella buggy

Umbrella buggy for twinsthe l ightest umbrella buggies

ATLAS Duplex is comfort type of an umbrella buggy for twins. It has full-aluminum chassis, front swivel castor-wheels with direction lock, independent 
backrest reclining and independently adjustable footrests. Product is suitable for in-town usage. It excels mostly in very good maneuverability, 
excellent folding features, light weight and rich basic equipment.
Standard equipment:
5-point safety harnesses with crotch and shoulder pads, two separate seats with independent reclining backrests and footrests, summer foot-muff,  
adjustable safety handlebar, two baskets, detachable canopy 
Optional equipment (not included in standard equipment):
parasol, rain cover, cup holder

MAARS, standard type of umbrella buggy with light weight and compact foldable chassis, is equipped with front swivel castor-wheels with 
direction lock, 5-point harness with crotch pad.

Optional equipment (not included in standard equipment):
Accessory set -  canopy, detachable safety handlebar, basket

Foot-muff

Accessory set
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clip goclip go

Tweed ivory beige (684)

Spirit dark blue (679)

Tweed indigo blue (668)

Tweed brick brown (685)

Spirit pink (680)

Tweed ruby red (667)

tweed smoke grey (662)

Tweed blue mint (676)

tweed stone grey (661)

Tweed lime (669)

spirit silver grey (657) spirit black (656)

Gento pink (682)

Gento dark blue (681)

Gento blue capri (683)

Gento chilli red (628)

Gento blue mint (674)

Gento black (627)

Gento graphite (672)

Gento smoke grey (605)

Gento smaragd (634)

Gento kiwi (602)

MIMMO plusMIMMO
car seatcar seat

for chi ldren 0 – 13 kgfor chi ldren 0 – 13 kg

MIMMO Plus is comfortable car seat restraint of group 0+, suitable for infants from 0 to 13 kg; with very light weight for easier manipulation.
Product is equipped with very comfortable and easily detachable upholstery, additional removable comfort insert, headrest and pelvis inlay for 
newborn babies. For baby’s better seating comfort is possible to adjust height of belts or attach canopy, foot-muff or mosquito net.
Standard equipment: 
3-bodový bezpečnostní pás s ramenními výstelkami, komfortní vložka, výstelka hlavičky a klín sedáku pro novorozence, rukojeť, stříška, nánožník
Optional equipment (not included in standard equipment):
rain cover, mosquito net, „clip-A-go” interface for LAMBDA, DELTA and TYPO chassis

MIMMO is comfortable car seat restraint of group 0+, suitable for infants from 0 to 13 kg; with very light weight for easier manipulation.
Product is equipped with comfortable and easily detachable seat-cover and additional removable comfort insert, headrest and pelvis inlay for 
newborn babies. For baby’s better seating comfort is possible to adjust height of belts, attach canopy, foot-muff or mosquito net.
Standard equipment: 
3-point safety harness with shoulder padding, removable comfort insert, removable headrest and pelvis inlay for newborn babies, handlebar 
with rocking-lock function, canopy
Optional equipment (not included in standard equipment):
summer foot-muff, rain cover, mosquito net, „clip-A-go” interface for LAMBDA, DELTA and TYPO chassis
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bitter chocolate
 (734)

bitter chocolate
 (734)

ash grey
(732)

ash grey
(733)

ruby red
(726)

black
(729)

black
(724)

ruby red
(728)

MAXORION
car seatcar seat

for chi ldren 15 – 36 kg for chi ldren 15 – 36 kg

MAX is comfortable ergonomic car seat – booster of group 3, equipped with easy detachable cover and suitable for children from 
15 to 36 kg.

Standard equipment:
armrests, comfort and washable cover

ORION is comfortable car safety restraint of group 2 and 3, suitable for younger as well as older children from 9 to 36 kg, or to the 
height-limit of 150 cm. Older children can use this car seat without the backrest support.

Car seat is equipped with the high adjustable headrest, enhanced lateral fixation and with easily detachable and washable seat cover.

Standard equipment:
comfort cover, high adjustable headrest, removable backrest support - is created a separately applicable booster

retractable headrest
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owl light grey
(865)

owl green 
(863)

owl black 
(866)

owl brown 
(862)

owl mint 
(864)

owl blue
(861)

BEETROLL
baby highchairbaby highchair

f irs t diningf irs t dining

Baby highchair with foldaway tray. BEE excels in very light weight, compact folding, easy handling and maintenance.

Standard equipment:
washable seat cover, foldaway dining tray, 5-point safety harness
 

Baby highchair with tilt in space function (3 positions) and seat height adjustment (5 positions). TROLL excels in easy handling, 
rich standard equipment, easy maintenance.

Standard equipment:
washable seat cover, big tray with dining dish plate, 5-point safety harness, 2 sliders, 2 castor-wheels with brakes, cotton seat inlay.

high chair positioning adjustability
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owl green
 (854)

owl green
 (858)

owl blue
(853)

owl blue
(857)

owl yellow
(852)

owl yellow
(856)

owl brown
(851)

owl brown
(855)

SKIPPY plusSKIPPY
travel cottravel cot

good foldable and with posit ioningsimple and good foldable

Economy folding baby travel bed with light and compactly folding frame.

Standard equipment:
comfort upholstery, transport bag, 

Standard folding travel cot with light and compact folding desigh. It allows you to increase deck and includes a hatch for the baby. 

Standard equipment:
comfort upholstery, bassinet, mosquito net, side entry, big pocket, transport bag, transport wheels
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butterfly black 
(845)

owl brown
(867)

butterfly cyan blue 
(839)

owl yellow 
(860)

owl green
(859)

MOLLYMAIA
Play yardbaby cot for newborn

folding and spaciousfolding bed for newborn

Play yard for indoor / home usage, offers light and compact folding design. 

Standard equipment:
Dense mattress, comfort upholstery, big entry, transport bag.

Baby cot for newborn is determined for home usage, offers light and compact folding design. 

Standard equipment:
Dense mattress, comfort upholstery, accessory compartment, pocket, transport bag, transport wheels, mosquito net with sun shade.
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MIMMO Plus, MIMMO, MAGIC, ORION, MAX
Type Basic dimensions Seat Maximum load Weight

 length width height depth width backrest

MIMMO/MIMMO Plus 67 42 35 31 23 50 13,0 2,5/2,6
ORION 
MAX 

48 
48 

46 
36 

62/67 
23 

36 
36 

23 
23 

54/67 
-    

36,0 
36,0 

3,5
1,5

TROLL, BEE, RELAX
Type Basic dimensions Basic dimensions Seat Maximum load Weight

length width height length width height depth width backrest

TROLL 72,0 59,5 108 97 59,5 40 28 28 48 20,0 9,5

BEE 70 68,5 102 120 68,5 15 28 31 50 20,0 4,7  

RELAX 70 42 39/57 76 42 11 17,5 31 40 18,0 2,1

ARGO, PALLAS
Type Basic dimensions Folded Bed Seat Maximum load Weight

length width height length width height length width height depth width backrest
seat to
footrest

total basket bag

ARGO 94 50 103 74 50 27 - - - 21 32 46 24 15,0 5,0 - 9,0

PALLAS 85 61,5 95 74 51 25 78 34 20 24 32 45 25 20,0 5,0 1,0 14,1       

MAARS, ATLAS Duplex
Type Basic dimensions Folded Seat Maximum load Weight

length width height length width height depth width backrest
seat to
footrest

seat basket

MAARS 75 45 98 112 25 23 22 33 47 - 15,0 1,0 5,2

ATLAS Duplex 79 82 105 103 50 28 21 2x30 46 - 2x15,0 1,0 12,4

SKIPPY Plus, MAIA, MOLLY
Type Basic dimensions Basic dimensions Seat Maximum load Weight

length width height length width height length width height

SKIPPY/SKIPPY Plus 125 66 80 80 26 22 119 58 63 20,0 9,5

MAIA 85 50 80 80 26 22 78 44 33 10,0 6,0

MOLLY 100 100 80 96 21 19 - - - 20,0 10,7

Dimensions in cm
Weigths in kg

 Seat Basic dimensions Max. load Weight

 length width height depth 
backrest  seat to

     height footrest seat 

Chassis Basic dimensions Folded

length width height length width height basket bag total

LAMBDA-4R 77 63,5 82 64 63,5 34 3,0 1,0 20,0 9,7

LAMBDA-3R 84 63,5 82 64 63,5 34 3,0 1,0 20,0 8,9

DELTA-4 91 64 95 89 62 31 5,0 1,0 20,0 10,2

DELTA-4C 84 59,5 92,5 87 57,5 30 5,0 1,0 20,0 10,1

DELTA-4T 87 64 95 90 62 34 5,0 1,0 30,0 11,4

TYPO 90 62 90 71 59,5 34 5,0 1,0 20,0 12,1

Chassis, carrycots and seat units
Maximum load Weight

ERGO - 34 - 25 53 26 15,0 3,8
AMIGO 84 34 20 - - - 10,0 4,4
VARIO - 30 - 28 51 26 15,0 4,4
FIGO 84 34 20 - - - 10,0 3,5

stripes lime green 
(850)

stripes cranberries
(849)

stripes lemon
(848)

stripes cyan
(847)

RELAX
rocker

adjustable and with high load capacity

Comfort baby rocker with adjustable position of backrest and seat base. Seat with double side seat inlay. RELAX excels in very 
easy and compact folding and maximum load up to 18kg.

Standard equipment:
comfort cotton upholstery with double side seat inlay, backrest and seat positioning, 5-points safety harness, rocking lock, canopy, toy 
bar, music and vibration module

double side seat inlay



Poukázku je možné uplatnit pouze na zboží značky PATRON u všech  prodejců.
Hodnota poukázky se odečítá od aktuální prodejní ceny zboží.  
Platnost kuponů je vyznačena.

We do not use child work.
We care about the environment.
We care about the labour rights.

www.patron.eu www.patron.eu 

PATRON Bohemia a.s.
Ceskolipska 3419
276 01  Melnik, Czech Rep.
T: +420 315 630 137
F: +420 315 630 199
E:  baby.en@patron.eu
W: www.patron.eu


